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IoTestTM Antenna Testing Kit helps designers of IoT devices select and test the right antenna for the project. The Kit includes
Antenna Analyzer, antenna testing software, sample antennas and cable assembly to connect antennas to the Analyzer.

Why Antenna Performance is Important
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How IoTestTM Helps Select and Test the Antenna

IoTestTM software is easy to use and walks you step-by-step through connecting the antenna, calibrating the analyzer, testing
sample antennas in the kit and comparing your test results with memory traces for each sample antenna saved in the software.
Once you master working with the sample antennas, the software will walk you through a similar process of testing your selected
antenna on its own and in the device. The software also includes help and educational materials on antenna performance.
The R60 Antenna Analyzer simplifies the complex measurements that must be performed to determine whether the antenna is
right for your device. It allows you to measure the most critical parameter – the Return Loss of your antenna. The R60 Antenna
Analyzer consists of a measurement module and a processing module, which is a software application running on a Windows PC,
laptop or tablet, connecting to the measurement
hardware
USB interface.
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The broad range of sample IoT antennas included in the kit covers the full range of IoT frequencies.
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IoTestTM is powered by Copper Mountain Technologies’ antenna analyzer. IoTestTM is a trademark of Copper Mountain Technologies.

